
Bertotto Boglione: towards market
recovery
As part of the Energy Day event, a day where many of the most important figures of the
energy industry met, Bertotto Boglione S.A. and Metalfor S.A. President Eduardo Borri
anticipated a market recovery.

Specialists, technicians, authorities and leading entrepreneurs of the most important energy and oil &
gas companies in the country, took an appointment at the meeting held by Econo Journal, where Borri
emphasized the need for integration of Argentinian's companies to capture opportunities against
multinational or foreign companies.

At the opening of the meeting, Energy's Secretary Dario Martínez offered definitions on the Gas Plan
2020-2024, just launched by the government and on the thawing of fees that will apply in 2021. In
addition, he described the country's energy scenary and anticipated some characteristics of the
Hydrocarbon Promotion Act that promotes officialism.

In this regard, alluding to the words of the Secretary of Energy, Eduardo Borri described: "The fact
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that we are thinking locally is very important, I think we have to have a collective look, that is, we
belong to a productive network, for example our Companies have a thousand employees who also
depend on this sector for a large part, and if we look at the oil and gas observatory that our cluster
forms with nine more chambers, there are around 100 thousand people who are also working in this
sector, being part of 1500 companies . I think we have to get out of this concept of individually
geniuses and collectively useless and move on to collective work because we are not going to get by
alone. It is of little use if our 100,000 employees have low incomes and the government has to
subsidize a gas rate because they cannot pay it. Ideally, the State would direct those funds in a more
productive way and that salaries could improve".
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